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Friday, July  21 Saturday, July 22 Sunday, July 23   Friday, July  28 Saturday, July 29 Sunday, July 30  

19:00  
(Gallery of Prazeres) 
Opening show 
Encyclopdia of Human 
Relationships 
With works by Joe 
Gilmore, 
Paul Modler, Tal 
Hendrickse, Mark Fell, 
Erkka Nissinen and 
Rebecca Salvadori. 
Opening party with 
cocktails and music by 
Mark Fell and Sandro 
Mussida. 
 
22:00  
(Ruin house in front of 
the church) Operatic 
work directed by 
Isabella Carreras, 
featuring OIívia 
Salvadori. 
 
Cocktail party, at the 
Gallery Gardens 
 
 

14:00  
(Gallery of Prazeres)  
Music Workshop for 
children by Jan 
Hendrickse. Contact 
the gallery to book 
places.   
 
19:00 
(Museum Herbário 
Padre Manuel 
Nóbrega) Installation 
opening, Rhiannon 
Silver Gilmore, with 
music  by Jan 
Hendrickse and Karl 
D’silva.  
 
22:00 – 02:00  
(Tea House of Quinta 
Pedagógica dos 
Prazeres) Midnight tea 
Party, with music by 
Karl D’Silva and Rian 
Treanor. 
 
 
 
 
 

10:30  
(Prazeres’s Church 
yard)  
Clown street theatre 
by Pedro Correia. 
 
15:00  
(Prazeres’s Church 
Yard)  
Wheat festival with 
music performances 
by Karl D’Silva and Jan 
Hendrickse.   

 17:30  
(Prazeres’s Church) 
Music concert by Sandro 
Mussida, Olivia Salvadori 
and Mark Fell. 
 
18:30  
(Prazeres’s Church yard)  
Rian Treanor’s absurdist 
theatre piece featuring 
Pedro Correia.  

19:00  
(Cinema Room at the back 
of Prazeres’s church)  
Madeira Premiere of Baja – 
The Forgotten Peninsula.  
An Audiovisual Slide show 
in “Multi-vision” by Robert 
William Harris. 
 
22:00 – 02:00  
(Tea House of Quinta 
Pedagógica dos Prazeres) 
Midnight tea Party. 

17:30  
(Prazeres’s Church) 
Workshop composition 
concert by Jan 
Hendrickse.  
 
18:30  
(Cinema Room at the 
back of Prazeres’s 
church)  
World premiere of a 
film by Mark Fell and 
Erkka Nissinen. 
 
19:00  
(Prazeres’s Church 
yard) Qi Gong class by 
Briggita Kerbel 
 
22:00 – 02:00  
(Tea House of Quinta 
Pedagógica dos 
Prazeres)  
Midnight tea Party. 

10:30  
(Prazeres’s Church)  
Classical music concert 
by Sandro Mussida, 
Olívia Salvadori and 
Jan Hendrickse.  
 
15:00 -21:30  
(Hotel Atlântico)  
Chill Out Pool Party 
with DJ’s plus sunset 
vocal concert by Olivia 
Salvadori. (Entrance is 
5€ with buffet 
included. Hotel clients 
don’t pay).  



BIOGRAPHIES: 
 
Mark Fell is a multidisciplinary artist based in Sheffield (UK). After studying experimental film and video art at Sheffield City Polytechnic he reverted to earlier interests in 
computational technology, music and synthetic sound. In 1998 he began a series of critically acclaimed record releases on labels including Mille Plateaux, Line, Editions 
Mego and Raster Noton. Fell is widely known for exploring the relationships between popular music styles, such as electronica and club musics, and typically academic 
approaches to computer-based composition with a particular emphasis on algorithmic and mathematical systems. Since his early electronic music pieces Fell’s practice has 
expanded to include moving image works, sound and light installation, choregoraphy, critical texts, curatorial projects and educational activities. He has worked with a 
number of artists including Yasunao Tone, Keith Fullerton Whitman, Okkyung Lee, Luke Fowler, Peter Gidal, John Chowning, Ernest Edmonds, Peter Rehberg, Oren 
Ambarchi and Carl Michael Von Hausswolff.  Erkka Nissinen has studied in The Slade School of Fine Art in London and gained MFA degree from the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Helsinki, Finland in 2001. His works have been exhibited internationally, for example in Ellen de Bruijne Project Space in Amsterdam, Smart Projects Space in 
Amsterdam, Helsinki Art Museum’s Kluuvi Gallery and 1646 in Den Haag. During 2011 Rotterdam Art Fair Nissinen won the acclaimed Illy Prize. In 2013, he was awarded 
with the AVEK Prize for media art. Nissinen represented Finland with Nathaniel Mellors at the Venice Biennale 2017.  Rian Treanor (b.1988) is an artist and producer 
based in the North of the UK. His sound practice re-imagines the intersection of club culture, experimental art and computer music, presenting an insightful and 
compelling musical world of interlocking and fractured components. Drawing upon his study with Lupo at Berlin's Dubplates & Mastering, plus years spent curating the 
Enjoy artspace in Leeds, Treanor’s sound uses off centred rhythmic structures, referencing the dynamics of UK garage and techno as much as Fluxus and Dada cut-ups. 
After leaving a vivid impression in 2015 with his debut 12" A Rational Tangle, he delivered a scintillating 2nd EP Pattern Damage on The Death of Rave in 2016, landing 
with a resounding 10/10 and album of the month in Mixmag and Boomkat on release. Since then Treanor has been performing at venues including GES-2 (RU), IMMA 
(IRL), Berghain (DE), OHM (DE), Cafe Oto (UK), CCA (UK), Empty Gallery (HK), Summerhall (UK) as well as taking part in artists residencies at yU+co[lab] in HongKong and 
with Counterflows in India 2016.  Pedro Correia is a Clown, Street Performer, noise maker and smiling activist. art director @ nuvem voadora.  Bella Carreras Currently 
training in dyeing, printing and breaking down costumes for film, as well as working in costume and art departments for theatre, circus and film. Previously assisted artists 
in the production of installations and performances including The Alternative Miss World with Andrew Logan, Out of A Morass with Giles Bailey and performing with 
Marvin Gaye Chetwynd for the opening of Edinburgh Art Festival 2016. Initiated and developed a heritage lottery funded project at Cosprop - a major costume house 
based in London - to produce an online archive of their historical costumes alongside workshops/exhibitions/talks. Rebecca Salvadori is a London based multimedia 
artist. Her video production, including music videos, live visuals, short documentaries and artists’ portraits, aims at subverting dominant technologies. Her work is now 
focused on the nature of digital images and their impact on reception. Most of her video works take the form of visual compositions based on chance discoveries. Through 
slowed down production processes, they attempt to break free from the mechanic approach often associated with contemporary digitally made audiovisuals.  Olivia 
Salvadori is a classically-trained soprano, an operatic solo performer, and an experimental recording artist. Combining her deep, lyrical voice and electronic soundscape, 
her music creates an eclectic avant-garde union. Her powerful yet sublime voice contrasted with pensive, classically- influenced electronic accompaniment creates a 
charged, intimate ambiance with enigmatic undertones. For Olivia, music is an on-going and limitless journey, guided by personal vision and creativity. She perceives the 
voice as a sculpture, a vibrating material located at the intersection of her intimate experiences and the people with whom she shares it, an ever-changing space at the 
root of vocal experience.  Sandro Mussida London-based composer, cellist, electronic performer and recording artist. His work questions the identity of musical languages 
and traditions. In particular, he works around the interaction between acoustic/classical and electric, electronic fields, writing for orchestra, chamber and solo instruments. 
Central on his work is the role of the performer, the experience of sound in the space and its relation with memory. His work is published by Sony Classical, Boomkat, 
Tapeworms, Blume Editions. He co-curates TQS / Tutto Questo Sentire, a residency focused on collective composition and cross-genre sound investigations. Collaborations 
includes artists such as Mark Fell, Oren Ambarchi, Andre Vida, John Colpitts.  Paul Modler is a researcher, musician and composer of computer-oriented music. He studied 
engineering at the University of Karlsruhe where he graduated as Diplom-Ingenieur. From the University of York, UK, he received a PhD degree in Music Technology. He is 
a lecturer at Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design (HfG), Germany. His interests are in multichannel spatialisation, music interaction, gesture recognition and gestural 
control of music and improvisation techniques.  Karl D'Silva Born in Rotherham in the late 1980’s, Karl D’Silva is a multi-instrumentalist who is as comfortable producing 
and singing a pop song as he is pushing the endurance limits of his respiratory system when playing the alto saxophone. Has performed with Thurston Moore, Damo 
Suzuki, Okkyung Lee, Ex-Easter Island Head, Rhys Chatham and Stephen Mallinder of Cabaret Voltaire to name a few.  Joe Gilmore is a multidisciplinary artist and 
graphic designer based in York. He works primarily with sound and graphics, his work taking the form of installation, performance, print-making and book arts. His recent 
work investigates the form of the book, exploring new topologies through structure, layout and typography.  Rhiannon Silver Gilmore is a UK based artist concerned 
with the space between things - physical things as well as thoughts and ideas and things. She explores this concern through making, curation and blogging, often 
utilising the act of copying and performative interventions. She is the creator and author of the image blog Intelligent Clashing and exhibits internationally.  Robert 
William Harris is a self-taught nature photographer born and raised in Los Angeles, California, USA. His work has been presented in USA, Japan, Switzerland and 
Germany. 	  


